POF-USA AR-15/M-16 Parts

Tactical Integrated Trigger System
4.5 lb. Single Stage Trigger Group
Includes KNS Anti-Walk Pins
I61-25361 $230.00

AR-15 Lower Parts Kit
I61-25364 $65.00

Roller Cam Pin Upgrade
Includes Gas Key
I61-25363 $45.00

Roller Cam Pin Upgrade
For AR-10/7.62 AR Variants
I61-25362 $25.00

Six-Position Mil Spec Carbine Buffer Tube
I61-25365 $39.95

Massacring the Norm... continued from Page 64

with the firearm-ignorant is to introduce them to firearms, up close, and often. People would begin to understand that a gun is a controllable tool.

In order to do that, we need to be comfortable with the knowledge that our philosophy can stand firm without lies! Many gun owners have been infected by the lie that a gun in the home presents a danger to that family – they suspect, but they cannot articulate, that a gun in the home creates a safer environment for their families and neighbors. These people are ashamed to discuss the gun in their closet, and that needs to change.

We all know knowledgeable gun owners who ask why anyone needs high-capacity magazines, or “assault-weapons.” We’ve even heard them denigrate open-carry advocates. Are these gun owners willing to slide down the slippery slope of compromise simply in order to appear “reasonable?” Or are they, too, ashamed of our norm?

In 1989, Bill Ruger wrote to all members of Congress stating that we should “prohibit the possession of high capacity magazines.” This was recently repeated by Bob Brown, a former Montana secretary of state and state Senate president, in an article from the Great Falls (Montana) Tribune, “Proud NRA member thinks there should be limits on guns.” It’s easy to understand why this only provides fodder to the media – how many rounds are just right? The global prohibitionists have stated that they would find it acceptable for us to possess a single-shot sporting weapon on the road to their gun-free society.

We have also recently heard other knowledgeable gun-owners parrot the media to express hysteria about the open-carry movement – our original norm. The media are referring to open carry as foolish and dangerous, “a loophole that needs to be closed,” almost as if they know that constant visions of peaceful Americans carrying firearms is destructive to the prohibitionist agenda.

Are we embarrassed by proclaiming our sovereignty?

A tough job lies ahead of us. We need to conquer our weaknesses, even as we educate the public. The Founding Fathers understood one fact many have forgotten: a representative republic can only survive with an educated populace.

It is in the public’s best interest to be educated, not driven by raw emotion. We are the only ones able to do so.